LEARNING LOG - Pardubice, CZ

Where did we start?

Our starting point
The journey of Pardubice started in 2018, when the local business incubator P-PINK was
established (with ﬁnancial support from the city and Pardubice Region), led through
transnaFonal meeFngs in Barnsley, Vilanova and Piraeus, and coming to its end in June 2021 in
an online environment aﬀected by anF-pandemic measures. We met the team from Barnsley
at the City Fair in Tallinn and we had an inspiring discussion, so when the URBACT Call for
transfer networks was published, we decided to join them in the TechRevoluFon partnership.
Various elements of the Barnsley good pracFce have been successfully adapted, and our
overall experience with the network is very posiFve. However, we are sFll facing diﬃculFes
regarding local poliFcal support: it is strongly aﬀected by the results of local and regional
elecFons - poliFcal programmes and preferences may be enFrely diﬀerent in the next elecFon
period. However, we believe that we are on the right track and we sense that the direcFon is
right. The Business Incubator has major potenFal; its ambiFon is to develop its acFviFes and
create a business environment which will enable the growth and adaptaFon to new trends of
the businesses in the city.

Initial barriers
★ Lack of entrepreneurial culture
★ Insuﬃcient investment in technology by

exisFng companies
★ Lack of skills in the digital industry
★ Knowledge of the investments necessary to
ensure the development of technologies
★ Insuﬃcient connecFon between the city as a
user and the recipient of digital services and
local economies
★ Problems in understanding the role of the
public sector in:
• FacilitaFng technological development
and investment
• The management of technology-based
economic development
• The operaFon of the infrastructure
necessary to ensure development
• Skills development
• The role of the city in the development and
maintenance of new companies

Initial expectations
★ Create a business ecosystem

(connecFons and networking of exisFng
insFtuFons for business support) –
mutually organized events, clients and
avoiding duplicaFon in services
★ Promote service and support and clarify
the oﬀer for the business sphere within
the region (mainly P-PINK in cooperaFon
with CzechInvest, Regional Chamber of
Commerce, Pardubice University…)
★ Building a close relaFonship within the
“sha^ered” business community, a team
of experts in the ﬁeld of business
development (exploiFng the know-how
of DMC and EB, pracFcal experiences…)
★ Inﬂuence young students with an
innovaFve and entrepreneurial spirit

Key Learnings for individuals
The following groups of individuals have beneﬁted most in terms of learning:
★ Level 1: Individuals acFvely parFcipaFng in delivering the URBACT project and managing the
transfer process (local coordinator and team)
Key learning points: importance of ecosystem and stakeholders, idenFfying and engaging
stakeholders, organizing successful events, workshop facilitaFon
★ Level 2: ULG members acFvely parFcipaFng during some of the transnaFonal and the ULG
meeFngs
Key learning points: the importance of coordinaFon and sharing, elements of a successful
local business support system, the importance of understanding failures
★ Level 3: RepresentaFves of start-up businesses parFcipaFng in the Launchpad service
Key learning points: useful and simple business planning, management and administraFon
tools (e.g. LEAN canvas)

What did we learn?

Key Learnings for organizations
Organizations involved:
★ P-PINK
★ Municipality of Pardubice
★ Regional Authority
★ CzechInvest
★ Chamber of Commerce

★ Other

municipaliFes within the
Pardubice Region
★ Private companies

★ University of Pardubice
★ API, TAČR, MAS

Key learning points:

Useful tools/methodologies:

★ The importance of trust and

★ Launchpad (a comprehensive

cooperaFon instead of compeFFon
between organizaFons involved locally
in business support
★ Resources, capaciFes, expenses,
knowledge and experience need to be
shared to enable be^er business
support.
★ To avoid overlaps and wasFng scarce
resources delivering services to
businesses need to be closely
coordinated.
★ Working together is not just sensible – it
is also a be^er feeling.
★ Network is cooperaFng not just locally
but also within the region.
★ You can support innovaFon locally by
using naFonal ﬁnancial tools.

methodology to support the creaFon and
development of new businesses) – it has
become a foundaFon of our new product
“Academy for Startups”
★ Inspiring Barnsley pillar structure – used
for P-PINK agenda (know-how,
background, community)
★ The use of various online tools (e.g. Prezi,
Mural, Airmeet, quesFonnaires) that may
be applied for more interacFve meeFngs
even during the pandemic
★ Key steps in delivering successful online
events, the importance of preparaFon
and tesFng to limit technical problems
★ Pitching an idea (training with Amy Tez)
★ Regular Friday calls with the LP and other
partners, sharing of knowledge,
experience and good pracFces

Where are we now?

Changes and improvements on city level
The most important beneﬁt is that the various organizaFons involved in diﬀerent aspects of
business support started to cooperate more closely; new stakeholders have been idenFﬁed, a
new, more parFcipaFve way of working together started to form. The local authority started to
understand that it has an important role in helping the development of local businesses, SMEs,
and more eﬀorts are needed in this ﬁeld. This has also led to small but important changes in
the aktude of the staﬀ: even if they know how to do their work best, it may be useful to look
at examples, good pracFces from other ciFes, other countries.
Speciﬁc posi1ve changes at city level:
★ Understanding and developing the Barnsley good pracFce – new strategic point of view
regarding the role of the municipality and the services it provides
★ CreaFon of a network with other project members/innovaFve centres, business support
organizaFons
★ IdenFﬁcaFon of a local ecosystem, a service poriolio, facilitaFon of exisFng services
★ Strengthening cooperaFon with terFary and secondary educaFon faciliFes; seminars,
regional compeFFon for innovators (“A PERFECT IDEA”) – in progress
★ More acFve involvement of the new Deputy Mayor responsible for EU grants and
innovaFons, helping to shape a shared vision at the City Council/City Assembly meeFngs
★ Plans for bilateral cooperaFon/exchanges with Nyíregyháza for the second half of 2021 – an
intenFon to build long lasFng cooperaFon, forward thinking
★ Stronger involvement of local poliFcians in new projects, e.g. CIPE project which should
extend the knowledge from the TechRevoluFon project and is aimed at dialogue between
the public sector (poliFcal representaFon), non-proﬁt companies and businesses
★ IntegraFng the topics of innovaFon and business support in city level strategic documents
★ Be^er cooperaFon between regional and local level, shared agenda in the ﬁelds of business
support and innovaFon, e.g. Technology IncubaFon coordinated by CzechInvest and to be
implemented by P-PINK in the near future

Overall progress and next steps
The key condiFons of supporFng businesses, promoFng innovaFon and digital transiFon have
signiﬁcantly improved.
★ The project helped us increasing the awareness of and building trust towards the business
incubator and its role in creaFng a business-friendly environment – P-PINK has become an
integral part of the exisFng ecosystem of business support.
★ What started as an URBACT Local Group (ULG) at the beginning of the project has grown into
a regional innovaFon plaiorm, an advisory body to the Regional Commi^ee for InnovaFon.
This body now has its regular meeFngs every second month with an ambiFon to conFnue.
★ ParFcipaFng in the project helped us create a deeper and be^er understanding of the
importance of digital and creaFve industry and community at the municipality.
★ P-PINK has become more agile in addressing new challenges; the prime example of this
agility is the virtual “Business Ambulance” established to help businesses aﬀected by the
pandemic.
Our parFcipaFon in this network has only been the ﬁrst step of a longer journey: the
reconstructed P-PINK building is expected to open in April/May 2022. Many of the learnings,
the various methods we started to adapt, the small, intangible things like the open-door policy,
a strong customer focus all help us to develop a facility that can become the Pardubice centre
of business support and innovaFon, a starFng point for various new iniFaFves in the future.

